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Common Ground

The more we find out what’s being done to manage our land resources,
the more we find out how little we know about doing juft that

Common Ground.
Whether we walk on it, drive over it, farm it, build on it, mine it, or simply
enjoy it, land is the common ground we all share. And, because we all share
the land, we all have a stake in how it’s used. In fact, land use issues are
more important in Michigan today than they’ve been for many years. That’s
good news—and bad. The more we find out about what’s being done to
manage our land resources, the more we find out how little we know about
doing just that.

Land use issues affect everyone. So in I997«

W.K. Kellogg Foundation

asked Public Sector Consultants (PSC), Inc., to research current problems
and opportunities related to land use in Michigan. The report, "Shaping
Our Future,” revealed some important truths—truths with such broadreaching implications that we need to share them with everyone who has a
stake in our land. Aunong our discoveries, we found that most people don’t
think about land use issues until they’re told a waste treatment plant is going
up in their backyard or a highway will be built through their, front yard. In
focus groups and phone surveys, Michigan citizens expressed concern about
land use issues, but couldn’t articulate what those issues were. Legislators,
local and regional leaders, universities, and major statewide agencies,
among others, couldn’t agree on defining land use problems—let alone
solving them. The research showed clearly that virtually all stakeholders
must better understand land use issues if Michigan is to use land wisely
today and protect it for future generations.
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Ground Rules.

tions, 8l percent favor requiring

Our attitudes about land

government permits before land is

set the ground rules for

developed, and 77 percent think

how it’s used. To under

local zoning ordinances should be

stand how our beliefs and

enforced.

O

values shape the landscape, PSC
gained insights through three 1997

Another ground rule that affects land

surveys and from published literature.

use is our belief in local control. The

Among its findings:

idea that the government should be
close to its people is written into

»

Many Michiganians, like many

Michigan’s constitution and has been

other Americans, believe property

reinforced through legislation. But

rights must be protected; people

complete control at the local level

frequently link personal freedom

often hinders effective land use.

to land ownership.

Because land use issues affect every
one, we need to view them from a

»

The sanctity of private property

wider geographic perspective. Local

rights is guaranteed by our na

citizens and their governments need to

tional and state constitutions, but

understand how their land use actions

people often misunderstand how

affect both neighboring and distant

those rights apply.

areas and may affect future genera
tions.

»

Seventy-seven percent of survey
respondents agree that the govern

Michigan’s current government struc

ment should compensate them if

ture doesn’t make this an easy task:

government regulations cause a
loss of their land’s value.

»

1,800 different local government
units have the legal right to make

»

land use and zoning decisions.

Forty-one percent of survey re
spondents think people have the
right to develop or use their land

»

Nearly 12,000 local elected

officials and an estimated 15,000

as they see fit.

others have local planning and
»

zoning authority.

The majority of respondents do
favor certain regulations: 76
percent support wetland regula

»

Hundreds of special purpose local
governments, such as historic
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districts, road and drain commis

However, legal structures that encour

sions, and airport authorities, also

age land use planning, cooperation,

participate in local land use deci

and zoning across jurisdictions are

sions.

possible, and several other states have
them. Until Michigan has such a

»

»

Thousands of people sitting on

structure—as well as committed state

school and community college

and regional land use leadership—

boards make decisions that affect

coordinated planning will remain out

land use.

of reach.

Keeping decision makers well
informed on land use issues is
difficult; turnover among ap
pointed and elected officials is
high, with terms averaging three to
six years, respectively.

»

Local land use education and
training are inconsistent, incom
plete, or completely absent.

»

Coordination between and among
local jurisdictions is not re
quired by law. Indeed, it is
often discouraged.

Wfth so many decision mak
ers—and most laws governing
local land use so outdated that
they’re of little use—agreement
on broad-reaching land use
policies is nearly impossible.
Perhaps that’s why it’s rarely
even attempted.
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Losing Ground.

»

Between 1972 and

1992,

Michigan

Many of the laws pro

lost an amount of farmland equal

tecting property rights

to the state of Maryland.

and regulating land use
were created decades

»

Michigan loses an average of

24-0

acres of farmland each day.

ago. Today, we re
feeling their effects—primarily in the
form of urban sprawl.

»

Considerable portions of forests
and lands that contain mineral

Before World War II, Michigan cilies

deposits have been lost to low-

were compact communities, clustered

density residential development.

around a central hub. Since that time,
sprawl—low-density housing develop

»

As more Michigan land is devel

ment away from cities and into rural

oped, its use for recreation—

areas—has had an increasingly power

particularly tourism—is greatly

ful and damaging impact on our land.

reduced.

As more people seek the solitude of
rural areas and the luxury of suburban

What’s harder to see is the economic

lots, we lose farm, forestry, mining,

cost of sprawl. For example, agricul

and tourism land. More land is eaten

ture is Michigan’s second leading

up by new highways for suburban

industry, contributing $34 billion

commuters. Land is used less

annually to the state’s economy.

efficiently because it is occupied by

Losing farmland in a community

fewer households. Before World War

affects not only crop sales, but also

II, there were

5-5

household units per

support businesses: grain elevators,

acre. In the 1980s, that number

seed and equipment dealers, fertilizer

dropped to 2.6 units per acre—a trend

and transportation'companies, pro

that’s only getting worse because

cessors, and others. With fewer farms

no one ever planned for sprawl.
Like a bad accident, sprawl
just happened. And its
results have been devas
tating:
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to support these businesses, they

and water quality—is related to land

eventually close. The remaining

use. Put simply, it’s impossible to

farmers have little choice but to sell

sustain both a healthy environment

their land for development.

and a healthy economy without first
putting Michigan’s land use policies in

Michigan’s forestry and mineral indus

order.

tries, with an estimated annual value of
more than $12 billion and $2 billion,

parcels of woodland remaining after

Sprawling
Problems.

sprawl encroaches are too small to be

Likewise, the socio

harvested efficiently. In addition, truck

economic problems of

respectively, are also affected. Often the

and heavy equipment permits in areas

poverty, racism, and joblessness in our

that are becoming increasingly residen

inner cities have roots in poor land

tial are difficult or impossible to get.

use planning. As middle-class city
dwellers move into rural and suburban

And, naturally, as our scenic state

areas, poorer people are left behind,

becomes more developed, less land is

and the cycle of poverty accelerates.

available for tourism, currently a $12-

Crime and segregation increases, and

billion industry.

safety decreases. Because a larger por
tion of income in poor households is

In addition to losing acreage and hard

spent on basic necessities, urban housing

dollars, Michigan will lose jobs. Right

continues to deteriorate and property

now, our agriculture,'forestry, min

values decrease. The quality of educa

ing, and tourism industries provide an

tion suffers. And jobs are harder to

estimated 6l6,000 jobs in our state.

find as companies, too, migrate out of

Without proper land management,

our cities.

many of those jobs—like the land
itself—will be sacrificed to sprawl.

Some 825.000 people have left De
troit since 195°—largest migration

Finally, almost every environmental

from any single U.S. city. The

problem Michigan faces—including air

county’s overall population has re-
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mained constant, indicating urban

example, 75 percent of the poor whiles

flight from the city to its suburbs.

in Grand Rapids don’t live in poor

Other indicators of sprawl: growing

neighborhoods, while 79 percent of

social and economic disparities

the poor African Americans live in

between residents of Detroit and its

several small census tracts in the urban

suburbs.

core. Overall, between Grand Rapids,

The new urban areas designed to serve the suburbs—and those who left
the city behind—often duplicate the problems from which suburbanites
originally fled. As a result, people migrate farther and farther,
searching for a simpler life and a community they can call home.
The high rate of poverty in our inner

Kalamazoo, Battle Creek, and De

cities has been linked to the concen

troit, a high percentage of poor blacks

tration of African Americans and

live in poor neighborhoods, while less

other minorilies found there. But,

than half of all poor whiles live in

according to David Rusk, one of the

poor neighborhoods.

nation’s leading urban experts,
poverty is the symptom, and racism is

Meanwhile, our sprawling develop

its cause. People don’t choose to be

ments face complex problems of their

poor any more than they choose the

own. Traffic congestion, pollution,

color of their skin. Middle-class

and the strain on public utilities

households—both while and black—can

continue to rise because those who live

choose to leave our cities. Poorer

in these developments rely so heavily

ones, typically non-while, must re

on their automobiles. New suburban

main. As a result, a higher concentra

areas often need new infrastructure to

tion of non-while people are living at

support the large influx of residents.

or below the poverty level in our cities.

Fringe communilies often create

Some s&y poverty causes people to flee,

"new” downtowns, constructing large

but David Rusk insists that race under

commercial buildings in core cities

lies the major disparities in urban

and moving commercial activity to

America. His study in west Michigan

ever-widening circles around our

revealed that ethnicity, not poverty,

older cities. The new urban areas

determines where people live. For

designed to serve the suburbs—and

Common Ground

those who left the city behind—often

Gaining Ground.

duplicate the problems from which

Public opinion shows

suburbanites originally fled. As a

many Michigan residents

result, people migrate farther and

believe our major cities

farther, searching for a simpler life

are dying. But a recent

and a community they can call home.

Detroit Free Press survey provides hope

That requires even more dependence

that public opinion—like our cifies

on automobile transportation—a

themselves—can change: in the tri

dependence fostered by federal fund

county area around Detroit,

ing for the interstate highway system

cent of the people believe Detroit is

and state and local decisions about

getting somewhat better, and 24

spending gas tax dollars. In fact,

percent believe the city is much better.

between 1980 and I99°>

54

per

number

of people who commuted alone in

Still, inner-city poverty and racial

creased 25 percent, while the number

segregation caused by urban flight

who car pooled or used public trans

need to be addressed. Anthony Downs

portation dropped.

of the Brookings Institution believes
non-urban residents have a moral

In addition to traffic congestion and

responsibility to help—in part because

pollution, our automobile-dependent

they’ve supported laws that leave

suburbs cause serious social ills: those

concentrations of poor households in

of isolation and separation. One

the most deteriorated neighborhoods,

characteristic of sprawl is the tendency

and in part because everyone benefits

toward homogeneity—homes and

when inner cities function effectively.

neighborhoods where income levels
are the same, housing is the same, and

Churches across America have proven

the populations nearly identical. Such

they can provide a vital link to re

"Anytown USA” developments have

claiming our cifies by involving non

little character and lose the advantages

city residents in urban revitalization.

that diversity provides.

Many religious and civic leaders in
Michigan believe that the racial and
economic gaps between those who have
left our cities and those who are left
behind require a moral response. In
cities like Grand Rapids and Detroit,
some suburban churches have reached
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out to help urban ones. They exchange

community by designing those com

choirs, host soup kitchens, and make

munities. Diverse, built to human

interfaith contacts to break down

scale, and including both public space

racial stereotypes. Some programs are

and bounded neighborhoods, their

a result, in part, of the investment

urban designs help people gain a sense

religious organizations have made in

of social identity. The New Urbanists’

inner cities and the need to reclaim

ideas have contributed to the rebirth

buildings to serve local needs.

of several American cities, towns, and

Churches are valuable examples of how

neighborhoods. Combined-with

our suburbs can revitalize our cities.

effective community organization and
leadership, their principles provide

In a sense, churches are communities.

tremendous potential for giving

As such, they appeal to one of our

people a sense of community in an

basic needs: the need to belong. It’s a

urban environment.

feeling that’s not easy to achieve in our

States of Mind.

suburbs, which often appear, one after
the other, as sterile' communities

jSTAWt,

PSC’s 1997 study pro-

without cores. Some communities,

vides powerful infor-

such as Novi and Southfield, have built

mation about the real

downtowns after people migrated to

issues, such as urban

those areas. Others hold parades or

flight and suburban

festivals to draw residents together and

sprawl, affecting our land. The study

^ive them a sense of belonging. In

also provides crucial insights into

order for land use planning to be

something that’s equally important to

effective, we must define the centers of

our land’s future: what people think

our communities, as well as their

and know about land use issues. To

geographic boundaries.

find out, PSC conducted a random
phone survey, three focus groups, and

One way to foster a sense of

50 interviews with stakeholders

community is through landscape and

throughout Michigan. This is what was

building design. In

1992-

a group of

learned:

architects and land use planners,
called the New Urbanists, graphically

PHONE Survey:

illustrated how our suburbs were

dential phone survey turned up some

dividing, not uniting, America. Their

interesting results—not the least of

solution? Create a sense of

which was that Caucasians and African

The statewide resi

Common Ground

Americans had different opinions

discuss them and voice some concern,

about the big'gest problems caused by

but they did not express any sense of

poor or unplanned land use. Cauca

urgency. Local land use issues gener

sians felt that the impact on water and

ated the greatest response-, only then

wetlands and the loss of farmland and

was much thought given to better

forests were the most serious issues,

planning and personal actions related

while African Americans—more often

to the land.

city dwellers—said pollution, the
decline of older cfties, and racism

Stakeholder Interviews:

were core issues.

trast, most of the 50 stakeholders

In con

interviewed could identify many of
Another interesting finding: Only 18

Michigan’s land use problems, but

percent of all respondents thought

there was no consensus on specific

they were well informed about land

issues. Some respondents focused on

use issues. Thirty-eight percent said

lack of planning, education, or state

they had little or no information. But

wide vision—the reasons the problems

when respondents were given a list of

occurred. Others were more con

land use problems and asked to

cerned about loss of farmland, open

identify the most serious ones, this is
what they said:

water pollution

54%

loss of forests

50%

loss of natural habitat

49%

air pollution

47%

loss of open space

4* 4*%

loss of farmland

42%

deterioration of older cities

39%'

Focus

Groups:

The focus groups,

which included people from a variety
of economic, educational, and em
ployment backgrounds, found that the
term "land use” was vague and had
little meaning. When asked about
specific issues, people were able to

Common Ground

space and natural areas; unplanned

United Conservation Clubs, Michigan

growth, urban decline fragmentation;

Environmental Council, and The

and the lack of coordinated decision

Nature Conservancy are looking for

making, and a statewide land use

effective education initiatives. In

vision.

general, many organizations know they
have an important role to play in

Stakeholders did agree on two com

solving land use problems—but they

mon themes: first, that land use affects

need help from other groups and

urban, suburban, and rural residents,

partners to come up with meaningful

and so is outside the scope of any one

solutions.

local government; and second, that
Michigan’s diverse land use problems

State Government:

will require diverse solutions.

survey results, stakeholders are also

Based on PSC’s

urging state government to take a more

Digging In.

active role in land use issues. Recog

To find meaningful

nizing that most land use decisions are

land use solutions in

made on the local level, stakeholders

our state, public

feel that the state should at least pro

interest organiza

vide guidance, set statewide goals,

tions, government, the public, legisla

provide better technological resources

tors, and universities need to dig in.

locally, supply current data, coordi

They’re all actively involved in land

nate planning across jurisdictions, and

use issues to some degree right now.

help meet infrastructure needs. A

But they all need to do even more.

statewide land use vision was strongly

Their efforts must result in a

encouraged.

cooperative and collaborative plan to
resolve these pervasive issues.

Public Opinion:

The public, too,

believes that the state isn’t doing
ORGANIZATIONS:

Several organiza

.

much, but should play a central role in

1995

tions are interested in providing better

land use issues. A

education about land use to their

Society of Planning Officials survey

members or publics. The Traverse

found that almost 75 percent of the

City Chamber of Commerce has

general population think more land

developed policies to guide future

use planning is needed, and 67 per^

involvement in land use issues. The

cent think that planning iniliatives are

Michigan Farm Bureau, Michigan

successful. However, less than one-

Michigan
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quarter believe that local or state

legislature proposed more than 50.

officials are trustworthy sources of

Legislators passed new laws preserving

land use information.

property rights, protecting farmlands
and other open spaces, encouraging

Unfortunately, public perception of

urban development, regulating the

land use issues is a mile wide and an

purchase of development rights, and

inch deep. Focus group interviews

controlling the subdivision of farm

found that people don’t think sprawl,

land. In addition, the current legisla-

To find meaningful land use solutions in our ftate,
public interest organizations, government, the public,
legislators, and universities need to dig in.

loss of open space, and urban revital

ture has introduced 29 bills, some of

ization are big issues today—but they

which have become law. Nine of the

are concerned about how develop

bills focus on increasing municipal

ment, zoning, and pollution will affect

authority over zoning and growth.

future generations. Given the deep

Other bills cover regulating outdoor

family roots and love of environment

advertising, areas where public roads

felt by so many in our state, it’s safe to

end at waterways, and areas surround

say that our citizens can be an influen

ing farmland. More bills are expected.

tial force for change. Further public
Stakeholders widely

education is needed; without broad

UNIVERSITIES:

public understanding, legislative

recognize the need for better land use

action is unlikely.

education. Michigan universities offer
a variety of educational and outreach

LEGISLATORS:

State legislation affect

ing land use has been slack over the
past

20

years but has recently picked

up. For example, from

197^

programs related to land, but only
one—community planning—centers on
land use planning and regulation.

to ^994’

no more than six land use proposals

Only three Michigan universities offer

were introduced during any one

accredited masters-level programs in

legislative session—but the I995_9^

urban planning. Four others offer

Common Ground

undergraduate degree programs that

Ground Zero.

include some land use course work. ■

Some land use planning

Each year, fewer than

25

is being done in Michi

degrees

related to land use are awarded

gan right now. Innova

through any one institution.

tive projects by all types
of organizations can be found

Nearly all Michigan universities are

throughout our state. It’s just that

involved in land use research to some

efforts tend to be isolated and

extent. Most of this research, however,

fragmented. Many lack direction and

concerns environmental issues only.

focus—even those being conducted

Cross-disciplinary and statewide issues

statewide. To provide structured land

get little attention. Opportunities for

use programs that can have positive

universities include

effects throughout our state, we need
to take action on every level. And we

»

»

changing the curriculum in several

need to work collaboratively with every

degree programs to encourage

group, organization, and individual

cross-disciplinary problem solving;

who affects land use decisions.

partnering with stakeholders to

At the state level, there are several

provide continuing education for

things we can do to improve our use of

legislative and government

the land. In addition to creating a

officials;

strategic state land use vision, we also
need

»

looking for new research and
outreach opportunities that ex

»

dedicated leadership;

»

regular opportunities for innova

plore current problems, future
implications, and alternative
solutions; and

tive local solutions to be shared
with other communilies statewide;

»

creating a central information
bank to collect and disseminate

»

data.

to encourage and foster collabora
tive partnerships;

»

to increase the effectiveness of our
14 regional planning commissions
through consistent mandates;

1.5
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»

to update our legal framework for

thoughtless—consideration of plans.

planning and growth management;

And, because the money we save today

and

could cost us our land in the future,
we need more funding of land use

»

to update the land use portion of

programs at all levels of government.

our state resource information

Most important, we need to work

system, which hasn’t been done for

together to define and implement the

20 years.

most effective solutions for all con
cerned.

Our regional efforts need to encour

cross jurisdictional lines. We need to

Grounds for
Hope.

reach out to those rural areas that lack

Many stakeholders felt

even minimal land use rules, don’t

that sharing stories of

understand their legal authority, or

successful land use

need help setting objectives and guid

programs would encour

age leadership and partnerships that

ing development toward them. And we

age responsible planning in other

must find creative solutions to over

communities. Across our nation,

come the legal, financial, and com

there are dozens of examples of suc

munication challenges that hamper

cessful land use initiatives. Even

cross-jurisdiction cooperation and

better, we have dozens of our own

planning.

success stories right here in Michigan.
From Grand Rapids to Grand

Locally, our elected officials and

Traverse, the eastern Upper Peninsula

planners need continual training. We

to Detroit’s east side, communities are

need to educate and motivate local

proving that land use programs can—

decision makers using visual or inter

and do—work.

active presentations of trend analysis
so they can make informed decisions.
We also must encourage community
development corporations.

To improve our land use planning at
every level, we need broad-based
education and leadership development
to encourage the thoughtful—not

16
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Successful programs include an educa-

goals, decision makers, and solutions,

tional initiative through the University

all of them have two big assets: open-

of Michigan/Dearborn, in which

4-0

ness to innovation and widespread

middle and high school teachers

team and partner participation. Their

worked together to analyze their

successful efforts suggest the following

communities’ land use and watershed

key guidelines for effective multi-

issues. A program in Washtenaw

community planning:

County involves farmers, government

muftjind a way to cultivate the common ground that exists
between the farmer and the urban dweller; between the industrialist
and the environmentalist; between our generation and our children's.
agencies, agricultural leaders, teach-

»

ers, and land conservancies in col-

Become aware of state and regional
issues.

laborative efforts to protect farmland
from urban sprawl. In Traverse City,

»

Use local examples and data to
frame community issues.

the Chamber of Commere has taken
steps to protect its crucially important
tourism industry through a variety of

»

Review issues and contexts with

techniques. And in Grand Rapids, the

stakeholders and identify

Grand Valley Metropolitan Develop-

partnerships.

ment Council’s Blueprint project
involved government officials, the

»

Define and publicize the local

private sector, and neighborhood

vision, including goals, objectives,

groups in creating a database, vision,

and ways to measure achievement.

and recommended programs and
policies to guide land use in the

»

an environment for change.

region.

Despite the differences among these
communilies and their circumstances,

Provide leadership that can create

»

Carry out an action agenda by
working with all partners.

<
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»

-

Pursue long-range thinking and

believe many more people will care.

monitoring.

And, we believe, many more people will
take action on land use issues.

»

Use technical and comprehensive
legal advice from those who are

Former Governor William Milliken

well-grounded in local govern-

was fond of saying: "The 37 million

ment law.

acres that are Michigan is all the
Michigan we will ever have.” It is, of

These guidelines may go beyond

course, all the Michigan our children

successful pilot projects—they may

and their children ever will have, and

provide us with working models for

unless we change and truly support

the rest of our state. The most impor-

our belief in the democratic system—

tant aspects are leadership, teamwork,

one of cooperation and collabora-

and flexibility in responding to local

tion—our legacy will be one of limited

issues. With these—and a

opportunity.

multidisciplinary view—Michigan
communities can successfully manage

For the sake of our environment, for

their use of the land to improve the

the sake of our economy, and for the

quality of life, increase disparity

sake of ourselves and our children, we

between the rich and the poor, and

have no greater challenge than to find

ensure varied and productive land for

new ways to become appropriate

future generations.

stewards of our 37 million acres. We
must find a way to cultivate the com-

A^

'

Proving
Grounds.

mon ground that exists between the

Many peopie in

the industrialist and the environmen-

Michigan care about

talist, between our generation and our

land use issues right

children’s. After all, our common

farmer and the urban dweller, between

now. With additional knowledge about

ground is 37 million acres, "...all the

how land use affects our economy, our

Michigan we will ever have.”

natural resources, and our society, we
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